
COMPONENTS OF A BUSINESS PLAN OUTLINE

Within the overall outline of the business plan, the executive summary will follow the title page. The summary should tell
the reader what you want. This is very.

Clearly states the capital needed to start the business and to expand. The following pages will describe in
detail the seven essential sections of a business plan: what you should include, what you shouldn't include,
how to work the numbers and additional resources you can turn to for help. The statement should be kept short
and businesslike, probably no more than half a page. You can click each of the above links to jump directly to
that business plan section. Try to get offline for a while to think through these questions and realign your
values. What are the components of a business plan? Your company may have a good product but without an
effective marketing strategy, everything is futile. It should detail how the capital will be used, and the equity,
if any, that will be provided for funding. When describing your business, the first thing you need to
concentrate on is its structure. How does the company help its customers achieve such value? Before a product
can be positioned, you need to answer several strategic questions such as: How are your competitors
positioning themselves? These factors are usually tied to the structure of the industry, the impact of
competition, strategies for market penetration and continued growth, and the amount of capital the business is
willing to spend in order to increase its market share. Target Market The target market section identifies in
detail; the customers of your company, the brands and the products. Executive Summary Within the overall
outline of the business plan, the executive summary will follow the title page. It consists of the total number of
customers and the average revenue from each customer. There are essentially two ways you can identify
competitors. Be sure to keep in mind that potential investors might not be as familiar with your industry so
you have to clearly explain your concept and where it fits in. The type of distribution network you choose will
depend upon the industry and the size of the market. Listen to Tim Berry discuss lean business planning:. This
part has a clear view of the financial projections of the company for the first few years of the business. You're
going to provide service after the sale; competitor B doesn't support anything he sells. Market Strategies
Define Your Market Market strategies are the result of a meticulous market analysis. Perhaps they can offer a
maintenance package as well, to keep that customer long-term. This is a scale that lists all your major
competitors or strategic groups based upon their applicable assets and skills and how your own company fits
on this scale. It's important to understand that the total feasible market is the portion of the market that can be
captured provided every condition within the environment is perfect and there is very little competition. It is
important to have a clear view of what the business is up against, so as not to be complacent. Distribution
Distribution includes the entire process of moving the product from the factory to the end user. Sales Potential
Once the market has been researched and analyzed, conclusions need to be developed that will supply a
quantitative outlook concerning the potential of the business. Once the size of the market has been determined,
the next step is to define the target market. Most projections utilize a minimum of two growth models by
defining different industry sales scenarios. This is important regardless of whether you have previous
experience in that particular industry. Then, triple check. Also, if you are responsible for writing the business
plan, you could identify certain challenges and find solutions to them, it will also ensure that you know every
single aspect of the business, which is critical when meeting with potential investors. Aaker in his book,
Developing Business Strategies, suggests concentrating your efforts in four areas: The reasons behind
successful as well as unsuccessful firms Prime customer motivators Major component costs Industry mobility
barriers According to theory, the performance of a company within a market is directly related to the
possession of key assets and skills.


